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Abstract

Although the Brookhaven AGS will become aminjector to RHIC,
it will still be available for external proton beam experiments. I dis-
cuss a number new K decay experiments which have been proposed
for this facility

1 Introduction

This month, the Brookhaven AGS begins its new career as an injector to the

RHIC heavy ion collider. Although this will be its primary function, once

RHIC is running routinely the AGS will still be available more than 20 hours
per day for fixed target proton experiments. Several such experiments have
been proposed, among which are four very topical K decay experiments.

2 E927

E927 is designed to determine IV., I through a measurement of r(ll+ -+

T“e+ VJ [1]. The present determination of ]V&] is based on Ke3 measure-
ments more than 20 years old. It is usually assigned an error of about
1’?ZO, but this degree of precision is achieved by combining data from experi-
ments with quite different systematics[2]. E927 seelks to measure 17(lY~) to
+0.7%, which in principle would allow a determination of IV., I to w 0.35%.
Aside from the fundamental importance of this parameter, Bill Marciano[3]
has noted that there is w 20 violation of CKM unitarity when the present
best values of IVU,I and lVU~lare used.

Unlike previous measurements of this type, E9127 is a stopping exper-

iment. A 700 MeV/c separated beam containing w 30, 000 K+ per spill

is incident on a scintillating fiber stopping target, situated in the central
cavity of the Crystal Ball detector. Augmenting the latter will be endcap
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Table 1

Status of lepton flavor violating K decays. b

Mode 90% CL u.1. Experiment Year Ref. near future aim

K++m+e~ 4.8 x 10-11 BNL-865 1999 [2] -J (5 x 10-12 (BNL-865)

K: -+ pe 4.7 x 10-12 BNL-871 1998 [3]

K~-+7r0e~ 3.1 x 10-9 FNAL-799 1998 [4] -~ 5 x 10-11 (KTeV)

that motivated them in the first place. The currently most popular theoretical approaches
to going beyond the SM, such as the Minimal Supersymm,etric Standard Model, in general
do not predict LFV in kaon decay at accessible levels. Thus further progress in this area
is likely to be mainly a by-product of other activities, such as the study of CP-violating
and other suppressed decays. The study of K: -+ mope currently being carried out by
the KTeV group is a good example.

3. Suppressed Decays

The interest in these decays is driven mainly by their potential to elucidate flavor
physics, in particular the question of CP-violation.

3.1. K + 71V~

The most interesting of these processes are the “golden” decays K+ + T+vti and
K: -+ T“vti. They are uniquely sensitive to Ifid I and to the CKM CP-violation parameter
q respectively. They are strongly GIM-suppressed and their leading contribution arises

from loops involving weak bosons and heavy quarks. The connection between the rates of

these processes and the fundamental parameters of the SM is extremely well-determined

because the matrix element connecting the short-distance interaction to the initial and
final state hadrons is measured by the rate of Ke3 decay [5]. The potential of these

decays is illustrated in Fig. 1, where their relation to quantities measured in 13 decay is
shown. Because these decays are suppressed down to the few x 10–11 level, they are also
quite sensitive to physics beyond the SM. This has been emphasized lately by theorists
attempting to explain the surprisingly large value of e’/c recently measured by the KTeV
group [6]. Effects that are relatively small and difficult to discern in c’/c can be completely

unmistakable in K + 7r7)u [7,8].

With two unobservable particles in the final state, these decays present very difficult

experimental challenges, but their potential is so great that they are being quite actively

pursued.

3.1.1. K+ + T+zm
For many years AGS E787 has been on the trail of K+ + n+vfi. A solenoidal spec-

trometer, shown in Fig. 2 is situated at the end of a very intense low energy separated
beam.

As many as 3 x 106 K+/AGS pulse are stopped in a scintillating fiber target in the
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Figure 1. K + mvDand the unitarity triangle.

center of the detector and charged decay products are tracked through the target, a
cylindrical drift chamber and into a cylindrical array of scintillators” and drift chamber-

s (“Range Stack”) where they range out. Pions are identified by kinematic correlation

(~/total energy/range/momentum) and by observing their T+ + p+ + e+ decay chain
in the stopping scintillators. Photon detectors surround the Range Stack, and the entire
apparatus serves as an hermetic veto for extra tracks. These techniques have been per-
fected over many years and the backgrounds have been reduced to 10–11/event, which is

sufficient for a measurement at the SM level. The data through 1997 have been analyzed
and the result is shown in Fig 3 as a plot of pion range vs kinetic energy for candidates

passing all other cuts.
The single point falling into the signal region is the famous 1995 event [9]. The nor-

malization of this data set is not yet complete, but the sensitivity is 2 – 3 times that
of the earlier publication. This means that the central value of the previous result,
13(K+ -+ n+iYD) = (4.2 ~~:~) x 10--10, will fall almost into the range predicted by fits
to the CKM matrix (the BR would need to fall outside the range (0.5 – 2.0) x 10–10 to
pose a problem for the SM [10]). 13787 has collected approx.imately twice the sensitivity
of the sample shown in Fig. 3. It will have improved the sensitivity to K+ + n+ vfi by
a thousand-fold from the inception of the experiment, but this will still not exhaust the

potential of this decay. To establish conclusively whether there is a conflict with the SM
in this process or to get a useful measurement of Ivtd], a more sensitive experiment will

be needed. Thus a successor experiment, AGS E949, has been proposed [11].
E949 exploits the fact that now that the AGS is primarily an injector to RHIC, it will

only serve at most one or two proton experiments at any one time. Thus much larger
proton currents can be devoted to a K+ -+ T+V.Uexperiment, and the accelerator running
mode can be highly optimized for this work. This allows a large increment in sensitivity to

be made with only modest hardware upgrades. In this way, a sensitivity of N 10-1 l/event
can be achieved in two or three years of running. h the longer term, to go beyond this
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Figure 2. AGS E787 detector.

level, the CKM experiment [12] has been proposed for the Fermilab Main Injector. This
is an in-flight experiment designed to reach the 10–12/event level. At this point the ex-

perimental precision will be comparable to that currently claimed by theory in the SM.

3s1.2. K; -+ T“vti
In the Standard Model the rare decay K}+ T“vD is an uniquely sensitive probe of direct

CP violation [13,14]. There are as yet no results from dedicated experiments to measure
this decay. The best limit was recently obtainec[ by the KTeV collaboration at FNAL [15]

using the Dalitz decay mode of the ~“ (n” -+ e+e–~). The KTeV detector is shown in
Fig. 4. The basic principle of this experiment is the reconstruction of the decay vertex

position of the T“s and selection of events with high To momentum transverse to the K}
beam direction (p~) to suppress backgrounds. No signal events were observed and a 90%
c.1. upper limit B (K: + ToVD) < 5.9 x 10–7 was obtai:ned. Ultimately, this experiment
is expected to reach the N 10–’3/event level of sensitivity, with a residual background of
N 3 events.

The on-going KLOE experiment at DA@N13, designed to measure d/c, can achieve

a sensitivity of 10–9 to B(K1 -+ T“vfi) [16]. However, dedicated experiments will be
needed for the measurement of K! --+ nOV.Vat the Standard Model level and beyond.
Three such experiments have been proposed at FNAL, KEK and BNL. To observe and
measure Kg + Tovu with reasonable accuracy, they plan to detect the no through its
To -+ 27 decay.

The KAMI approach [17] exploits a high energy pencil Kg beam. The longitudinal
coordinate of the vertex is determined through the reconstruction oft he To invariant mass
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Figure3. Range versus kinetic energy ofr+for K+ --+#vi;ca ndidatesfr omAGSE787.
The inner rectangle bounds the signal region. The cluster of events to the lower left is
residual K+ + m+mo background.

and then pT is extracted. An extremely good photon veto system with N 10–G/photon
inefficiency for high energies and better than 10–2/photon for low energies is needed in this

experiment. The first stage of this experiment is designed to collect about 30 @ + m“vti

events per year with a signal/background ratio of ~ 2. In the second stage the production
target will be moved closer to the apparatus, allowing an increase in the signal/background

ratio and the accumulation of about 120 events/year.
An experiment that utilizes a similar approach with an optimization for lower kaon

energies is under preparation at KEK [18]. The main features of this experiment are a
very narrow pencil beam, an efficient photon veto system and a CSI(pure) electromagnetic

calorimeter. The acceptance to Kg + Tovu is designed to lbe about 7Y0. Unfortunately,

the available intensity of the 12 GeV KEK PS limits the sensitivity of this experiment
to N 10–lO/event, i.e. about a factor 3 less than the B(K! + n“vti) predicted by the
Standard Model.

An alternative approach was taken in designing the E926 experiment at the AGS [19].
Fig. 5 illustrates the principles of E926. A w 800 MeV/c JK~ beam can be obtained at
45° using a 24 GeV/c primary proton beam. Microbunching (a N200 psec) the AGS

proton beam on extraction makes it possible to measure the momentum of K} by time-
of-flight. The decay vertex and l{! direction are determined by measuring both the
directions aild energies of the no photons. This allows one to work in the J<! center of

mass system where n“s from ~} + T“mo have a unique energy and can be cinematically
rejected without an excessive loss in acceptance. This full kinematic reconstruction of no’s

reduces the requirement on photon detection efficiency and makes it possible to suppress

those kinematic configurations of 1<} + ToTo events with low energy missing photons.
This approach allows the experiment to be done using a IdatiVdJ7 compact detector with
low background from To produced by low energy beam neutrons and very suppressed
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Figure 4. Schematic view of the KTeV experiment configured for rare decays.

background from hyperon decay.

A schematic view of the E926 detector is shown in Fig. 6. A 3.5 m long decay region,
where about 1670 of the K:’s decay, is surrounded by efficient veto counters, and a photon
detector consisting of preshower and calorimeter in succession. A detector designed to
veto photons traveling down the calorimeter beam hole is located behind the calorimeter.
The beam region is evacuated to a level of 10-7 Torr to suppress neutron-induced no
production. In the forward detection region the photon detector consists of twc parts: a
2 X. fine-grained preradiator in which the photons are ccmverted and the first e+/e– pair
is tracked, and an 18 X. calorimeter in which the remaining energy of the electromagnetic

shower is measured. The preradiator must provide an accurate measurement of the photon

positions (a =N 200pm (rms) ) and directions (a ~25 mr) in order to allow reconstruction
of the Kg decay vertex while also contributing to the requirement of sufficient energy

resolution. Located 15 m downstream of the calorimeter, a beam hole photon detector
( ‘[beam catcher”) is designed to veto decay photons whose trajectories are directly in the

beam. A Pb/lucite detector, consisting of 50 layers of 1 mm lead and 5 mm lucite, is

currently being considered, as is a Pb/aerogel device. The barrel veto detector will consist
of lead-plastic scintillator sandwich counters with a thickness of 18 X. (~ 80 layers of 1
mm lead and 5-7 mm plastic scintillator).

The estimated acceptance of the detector for @ + n“v~ is approximately 1% [19].
This includes the solid angle, photon conversion and reconstruction factors and phase
space acceptance in addition to cuts on missing energy and mass and on photon energy
sharing applied to suppress the major Kg+ ToTo backgrounds. Assuming the Standard
Model central value for the K}-+ m“vti branching ratio, the expected nllmber of detected
F& + n-”.vtievents to be accumulated in 9000 hours of beam at 1014 protons/spill is about



Figure 5. Principles of the E926 experiment.

K1-

50. The single event sensitivity of the experiment would be approximately 6x 10-13. The
backgrounds which include other kaon decays, among which ~} + Ton-o dominates,
neutron production of T“s and A + mr”, are estimated to be suppressed to about 2070 of

the level of the expected signal.

3.2. Other suppressed decays
Since the golden decays are technically so difficult, it is fair to ask whether other,

potentially more tractable processes could give equivalent information. The answer is
a qualified “yes”, because other K decays sensitive to short distance physics exist and
indeed some of these are easier to detect than K –+ TVV. Unfortunately all of them suffer

to a greater or less degree to “pollution” from long distance physics.

3.2.1. ~} -+ n-Ol+l-
Two decays closely related to K! + m“vfi are currently being actively pursued: K! +

0 + – These probe very similar physics to the former decay, both inn“e+e– and Kg -+ m p p .
and beyond the SM. In principle one can measure q with these decays. However they also
receive several other contributions that have to be disentangled before the short distance
component can be extracted. We will couch the discussion of this in terms of Kg +
r“e+e–. The case of Kg -+ nOp+p– is very similar, and where it differs, the situation is

generally less favorable. The SM direct CP-violating contribution to 1?(K! + ~“e+e- )

= (5*2) x 10-12 [20]. This is approximately six times smaller than the corresponding
contribution to B (K: + T“vti), but at first sight the superior experimental signature
should more than make up for this. However there are several other potentially comparable
contributions to any observed signal, whose exact sizes are not easy to determine:

1. An indirect CP-violating component. The size of this contribution is proportional
to the rate for Kg + #)e+e-, ~~,hichhas never been ob,served. Efforts to relate this

quantity to the well-measured B (K+ + r+e+-e- ) are :rather model dependent and
yield B(K! -+ ~“e+e– ) [in~ir ‘W (1 – 5) x 10--12, Z.e. not necessarily smaller than
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the direct CP-violating component. To make matters even more interesting, (1) can
interfere with part of the direct contribution [21].

2.

3.

4.

A CP-conserving contribution from an intermediate ~“~y state which in principle
can be determined from studying the decay @ —+mo~~. There is a recent mea-
surement of Kg + z“y~ by the KTeV group [22] where about 800 events were

observed. This is a significant improvement over previous results both in statis-
tics and kinematic coverage, but it is still not quite sufficient to predict 13(@ +

fi”e+e– ) lcp–COn~in a totally model-independent manner [23,24]. The results as
found, B(K} + ~“~y) = (1.68+ 0.07+ 0.08) x 10-6 and effective vector coupling
av = –0.72 + 0.05 + 0.06, lead to a prediction clf 11(~} + r“e+e–) [a~so,Ptzve%

1.3 x 10-12. The dispersive part is somewhat more problematical. It is thought that
the total contribution is in the neighborhood of 2 x 10-12. Again this is not at all
negligible compared to the expected direct CP-violating component.

An irreducible background from the process Kg -+ e+e-y~ when m~~ happens to be
near m=o [25]. Although the probability cf this happening is small, since the total

rate of @ --+ e+e–q~ is four orders of magnitude larger than that of K! -+ n“e+e–,

the former process is a serious limitation on the exploitation of the latter. There

is a new result from KTeV on this process: B(K! -+ e+e-~y; E~m > 5 MeV) =
(6.31 + 0.14+ 0.42) x 10-7 [26] (they have also observed Kg -+ P+P-YT for the first
time). As will be discussed below, this process has now probably been seen in the
K: -+ n“e+e- analysis as a residual background at about the 10-10 level. It will
be a real challenge to extract detailed information i>boutK} + n“e+e- on top of a
background of this magnitude.

A possible background from K! + m“e+e-? [27] when the -y is soft and escapes
detection. The branching ratio for this decay is calculated to be in the range of a
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few x10-8, so that it might be a serious background to K: -+ m“e+e-. However
K} -+ m“e+e-y has recently been observed by KTeV and it is now not expected to

constitute a major residual background [28].

Quite recently the KTeV experiment has announced results on both K} -+ m-”e+e- and
K} -+ T“p+p- [26] Fig. 7 is a plot of mv~ vs m..~~ for events surviving the K: -+ mOe+e-
analysis. Two events fall within the accepted signal region compared with 1.5 expected

background. The extracted 90% c. 1. upper limit is 5.64 x 10-10. This is an order of
magnitude improvement on the previous limit, but, there is still more than an order of

0 + – at the SM level. With background already evident,magnitude to go to see K! + n e e
this will not be easy. However in some supersymmetric scenarios [29] this BR can approach
10-10 so that it is certainly worthwhile to pursue it vigorously in the near term!

Fig. 8 is a histogram in mmPPof events surviving the KTeV K} -+ m“p+~– analysis.

0 + – ~ there are two events in the signal region. The expectedAsincaseof K~-+nee

background is about one event. Note that the shape of the expected background peaks
at the kaon mass, due to the presence of K} + p+ p–~y. This analysis yields B (Kg -+
T“p+p–) < 3.4 x 10–10 at 90Y0 c.1. [26]. This again represents an order of magnitude
improvement on previous results. Most of our remarks on the motivation and prospects

0 + – also pertain to this case. One difference is that the expectedfor pursuing Kg -+ T e e
absolute size of the direct CP-violating component will be only about 2070 of that for
K} -+ ~“e+e-. Another is that the relative size of the long; distance component to the
total is somewhat higher.
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3.2.2. _K:+/?+l?-
The strangeness-changing neutral current process K! -+ p+p- has an importa~t place
L1. - 1-:7..--–- -r––--.-l- :.. L- C-.L=L. .=L .–..---7. -J?: L- .. -1_ :.- :—.. —: —:.. —11-. flTl,.f —_--I-—-:_–– r’_I1l

ill ~Ilt!IllbWIy (.)1Wt!c3K lIllJel”d.CIJIOIl~lJeCd.Uhe01 11J3~~1~111lIl:>~ll”lIlglIIlebllVl lll~Ul~llll+llllalJ.

In modern language, it has a short-distance contribution that depends sensitively on the

CKM parameter p. QCD corrections to this contribution are well under control [32],
so that ~} -+ ,U+~J”-could in principle contribute a gocld deal to our knowledge of the

unitarity triangle. Unfortunately, this component is overwhelmed by larger long-distance
-- —L—:1-..:.:-—- -–:-:—- —-.. :-1-. r–-—- L1-.. . . :—L---—-2:-A- -L_L-
UUIILI1 luublulls, m lsmg Hldlllly 11”(JIH Lue ‘)” y lIllJeI llleuliilx Sbdlw.

r’rll_.. l- —-. _L —-—L _r LL:-
1 He IZL1 gesb pal IJ (J1 LI1lS,

the absorptive contribution arising from on-shell intermediate y?, is straightforwardly

calculable [33] from the measured K} -+ y~ rate. This so-called “unitarity bound” implies

a minimum to the branching ratio of (7.07+0.18)x 10–g. AGS Experiment 871 has recently

reported a new, more precise experimental determination of 13(K’~ -+ p+p-) [34]. Fig. 9
~L----- Ll_- + ..— _a--*:–. - ------ -—--1 —-----r--- --. _—L- —---:—— -11 _L1-—— -.. J.-
Mluws lJIlt5 p (L

A _l.. –– –--l-~lltX~lV~ lll~sfi 5~~~bl”UIIllUI” t! V~llbb ~&5S111~ till ULll~l U(.I W. il Ulf3il” ~t2iK

containing some 6200 events is apparent. The branching ratio extracted from this sample
is (7.18+ 0..17) x 10–g. Note that there is a large contribution to the final 2.470 uncertainty
from the 1.7% uncertainty on 13(K~ -+ T+m- ), since E871 actually measures the ratio
r(~g -+ p+p-)/r(Kg -+ 7f+7T-)tO 1.6%. Although the new value for the branching
. ..4.,. A,.,,. --4. “:”.-:& ,, ..-4 . . ,-...,...,. A &L- ..-:4---- I.a.. ”.,a
1 cJIJIUUUGD llUIJ D1&lLllWb~y CA(,CCU

:& ,---- L,. ..”,. J L,. 1:—:4 +L,. ..-l. .n
IJllu U1ll IJCI,Ly LJUU1lU, 1II ball Uc Ubtxl Lu 111111IJ IJllc value

of possible new physics contributions [20]. The small difference between the measured
branching ratio and the unitarity bound is the square of the dispersive amplitude, which
itself is a sum of the short-distance and dispersive long-distance amplitudes. The latter
is dominated by off-shell ~y intermediate states. This cannot be calculated in a model-
:ti~nmfim~~-t .rro.r [’2K1 h,,+ ;+ ;..Lrmnd +hm+ wnnrlnlo $aw +h;.s n,,mmamn nom ha m,. f%,-; am+lx,
Llluupcuuclk II w CJy lUUJ , Uuu Au 1.7 Llupcu IJIL.au LxLwuGlcl J.UL LIIILO pul pucm Uckll UL. iiuulukuuuly

refined by confrontation with data on l{: -+ 1+1-~ and K] + L+l-t’+l’- decay [36,37].
‘There are recent results on K-g -+ e+e–~ from N-A48 and on R-} -+ e+e–e+e– and
@ + e+e- p+p- from KTeV and a new result on K!, -+ p+p-~ is expected soon from
the latter experiment. The current results are summarized in Table 2 It remains to be
Qcmn if +ho nawr raclll+c ncrroo in Ao+nil mrith mn(lolc““.,.. . . . ..” ..> ,. I..,”u. ”” w/.y ““ L.. u“. -.. .. . . . . .. A”...,.”.

Table 2

Recent results on K; + ~~” and K! + -y*y* decays
Illc.a. Rro-nh:-rr .-.>+:nLvluuc W1. allLlllll~ 1 a,blu .,..nn+o 17.rfi..: m .-4 year ~LG1

r; VG1l(JD
D .$

IJAPCI llllGlllJ

~~-+e+e-y (1.06 + 0.02+ 0.02+ 0.04) X 10-5 6854 NA48 1999 [38]

K~-+e+e-e+e- (4.14 + 0.27+ 0.31) X 10-8 242 KTeV 1998 [39]

A“; -+ e+e–p+p- (coming soon) 38 K’TeV-
---- r.-.
1Y9Y \4uJ

In the SM, the closely related decay Kg –+ e+e-- is completely dominated by long-
distance effects, but these are more straightforward to calculate than in the case of
.@ + p+p-. This renders @ + e+e- useless for constraining p, but the strong he-
h~itY WppreRiOrl ildKe~ ttli~ piO~e~~ T-eiY-~erl~iti~-etO ~ifl-w-pWUdO~GIJarirlteradiO~J~. The
window for such new physics has now been closed by the observation of this decay at the
SM-predicted level by E871. Fig. 10 shows the E871 result on Kg + e+e-. Four events
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were observed over a calculated background of 0.17 + 0.10 of an event. This corresponds

to 13(@ + e+e-) = (8.7~~:~) x 10--12, in close agreement with recent predictions [35,37].

It should be noted that this is the smallest branching ratio ever measured for a particle

decay.

3.3. K’s and B’s
Fig. 11 shows the interrelations between the decays we have discussed and arranges

them with respect to the CKM unitarity triangle. Note that apart from a scale factor

that must be obtained from B decays (z. e. IVdl or equivalent), rare kaon decays can in

principle overdetermine the unitarity triangle. Note also that the version of the triangle
shown as determined by rare K decays is a little different than that usually featured
in advertising for the 1? system. This is helpful in keeping in mind that the unitarity

information from the K system and that from the B system will in general not agree if

new physics is in play [41], so that comparing the two constitutes an incisive test of the
Standard Model.

4. T–Violation in K+ Decays

The transverse muon polarization (~~) in the decays ~+ --+TOP+~ (K&3) and K+ -+

y+v7 (Kp27) provides a good opportunity for detecting Cl?-violation beyond the SM.

This polarization vanishes in the SM, but it can be as large as 10-2 – 10-3 in models with

multi-Higgs bosons, leptoquarks, left-right symmetry or SUSY [42,43]. Measurement of
a non-zero transverse muon polarization in these decays would be a clear indication of
physics beyond the SM and provide insight into the origin of CP violation. The present
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Figure 11. Rare kaon decays and the unitarity triangle. ‘I’he notation ‘BsD’ refers to the
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-.-a..: -nm+-l ..-1..,,-,.r D- — ( 21~~n)vln-3 r-vGA~G1llllG1lWl,l VGIUCZ!Ul 1 ~ — [—<]. l_l_O. U)A LU .,. A f-r ..:,.l,, +:-- -L.,.; -. -,, . ...-.,4,.-lU1 Ll ~3 aJ.lu J.- v 1U1CLIJ1115plly mlLD pm alllcllcl

Im(~) = (–1.6 t 2.5) x 10-2, where &(q2) is defined as the ratio of two form factors,
... . . . . .

~+ (q’) and ~-(@) In the KPS decay matrix element [44], were obtained in Ref. [45]. No
measurements of PT in KI,2T have been done yet.

In the on-going E246 experiment at KEK, which uses a stopped K+ beam, PT is mea-
a,.wwl mc.+hn mn; -,, thol nAloA”.,+;a_ AX +Ln -., /\n n-:+tnA ;= +Ln A:wan+:/,n -c.w-nl +- +Ln
OUl Gu C1.D UILC afilllluullcml pulcu 1.?JCLIJIU1l WL (J1lG llLUU1l C1lll IJIJcu 111 IJ1lG U1l CUIJIU1l llUI. lllal Uu bllc

kaon beam for those KP:I events in which the no is tagged to be either in the forward
or backward direction reiative to the beam. ‘Tilis methc)d provides neariy totai coverage
of the decay kinematics for the isotropic decay of kaons at rest, separates events with
forward- and backward–going pions, which have opposite signs of PT, and cancels out
mnct nf Qnllrinllc inc+rllmon+nl c2nllrcoc nf f~lcn nnlnri,7s+inn. ..””. “. L,y -~ .“ -u . ..”.. U. L.”L. ”WL ,,= -. ““v u. .W.uu ~“. w.. ”wv~. ”.. ,

mrhieh sro lilrolxr inclononrlon.,, . ..U.L u. “ .A..”.J .L. u”pe.. uu..

t of the no direction. The set–up is shown in Fig. 12. A 660 MeV/c kaon beam is
stopped in an scintillating fiber target. i7P3 events are identified by anaiyzing the y’s
with the spectrometer and measuring T“s by a CSI(T1) photon detector. The muons

exiting the spectrometer are stopped in a polarimeter (Fig. 12(c)) in which the decay
nn~it,rnn a~wmmotrv i~ moacllrd in nrrlor tn nhtain FJT.~u”. . . v-- -“”, ..-. -..J.. J .“ . .. V-” U.” u . . . U.-U. .- . . . . . . . . ~h~ .oclllt nr~contorl at thic (_%n----- ------ y.wu.-...”. - -. . . . . . -“..

ference [46] is based on about 3.9x 106 good KU3 events which have been analyzed from
the data coiiecteci in 1996 and 1!297. The result is consistent with no T–violation: FT =
(-4.2 *4.9( stat) ?r0.9(sgs)) x 10-3 which gives Im(~) ,= (-1.3 tl.6(stat)t0.3( sys)) x 10-2.
Further improvement of the statistical error to about clIm(&) N 0.01 is expected from the
c12t2 acfllmlllatwl in 19!38 and ;,ftPr an additional rlln in IWJ-7000 Alm(/\ f-w (6–7) x 10-3——.,..—--—-.._. —.,-—.. -—- -.. -.--—..._____—..———--------- -—----- ---- ----- - ----\>l

can be obtained.

A new experiment, E9X, planned at 13NI, ~!7] uses i]m–fiigilt nT7+ 1 ..-

uways. A cyiimkicai
active polarimeter around the kaon beam and an electromagnetic calorimeter will be
used to reconstruct KI,3 decays and suppress background. The detector acceptance to
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Figure 12. The layout of the KEK 13246 detector:(a) side view, (b) end view and (c) one
sector of the polarimeter.

Kf13 events is about (2.5–2.7) x 10-s’ per 2 GeV/c kaon. The advantage of the in–flight

experiment is thus relatively high detector acceptance. The statistical sensitivity (1 o

level) to PT in this experiment will be about 1.3x 10-4 which corresponds to dlrn(~) =

7 x 10-4. In this experiment sensitivity of < 10-3 can be also obtained for PT in KNZ7
decay.

5. Conclusions

Rare kaon physics is sufficiently active that in an article of limited length we have
been forced to leave out many interesting topics, including recent results on the decays

K+ -+ n+XO, and others. But we hope to have conveyed the current vitality of the field

of rare kaon decays where unprecedented sensitivities are being achieved and some of the

most topical issues in particle physics are being addressed. Both Standard Model and
non-SM CP-violation are being incisively probed and many promising windows for new
physics are being explored.
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